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REPAIRING AN ORIGINAT CLOTH CASE BINDING
Don Etherington

SEQUENCE OF OPERATTONS

Inspect and assess the deterioration of the textblock and the binding. Think
ahead about the major motive of your work: to make the book usable and
durable without losing the feel and handle of the original. Try to avoid
adding any stress to the opening or the flexibility of the binding.
Generally, the textblock should be removed from the case by cutting along
the joint edge. If the ends are intact, lift them off of the textblock and cut
along the joint.

Clean off the spine, remove all deteriorated glue, and check the sewing
structure. If the spine lining and spine of the texblock look sound the old
spine lining may perhaps be left intact.
4.

Textblock consolidation can run the gamut from resewing to reinforcing weak
sewing or strengthening the first and last signature. The type and condition of
the textblock will usually determine the options.

5.

Attaching original flyleaves or adding new ends are options that will vary
from book to book. For joint attachment I generally prefer Japanese paper
combined with the spine lining of linen. Attachment of endpapers to the
textblock will again be determined by the condition of the textblock; e,g., if
the paper is brittle, the Japanese paper hinge is wrapped over the shoulders
of the spine. See Figure.
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6.

Consolidate the spine with either a paste and PVA mix or with reversible
PVA. I usually attach the linen prior to reshaping the spine because it helps to
protect weak paper from the backing procedute. Hømmer softly.
the shape. Generally, I dampen
the second lining very lightly before attaching it. By doing this, it will be more
taut when dry.

7. Attach the second lining to assist in hotding
8.

Tackle the case now. Trim off all excess material on the spine edge of the
boards. Cut the original case about tf 32" from the spine edge and remove
3/+" fromthe edge.
excess. Lift the original cloth from the board approximately

9. If desired, lift the endpaper

approximately

3/+"

fromthe spine edge.

lump from the new spine strip that sometimes shows under
the cloth, I remove excess board by using masking tape to evenly remove a
small amount (generally about 3f8" fuom the spine edge). Use the handy
gadget shown in Figure 2 to hotd the cloth out of the way while you are
*otking; this tool also prevents the cloth from creasing where you have lifted

L0. To alleviate the

the material.
11. Cut the spine

lining for the case; I sometimes use blotting PaPer as it is more

easily shaped.
L2. Select Japanese papet to match the color of the original cloth and attach it to a
piece of linen. Sometimes dying the Japanese paper will produce a better
ãolor match. After trimming the paper to size, coat the paPer with Klu-Cel G
consolidant to harden its surface.

13.I generally attach the new |apanese paper/linen sandwich to the front board
first, then attach the spine inlay in exact position. Remember that the gap
between the spine and the board varies depending on whether it was
originally a tight joint or a French joint.
14. Cut the new spine sandwich to exact
15.

width and attach it to the back board.

Apply adhesive to a polyester film strip, slip the strip beneath the original
ctottr, and rub it down. Then, slide out the polyester film. Tap the cover down
carefully.

16. Case in by using new ends or by fixing the linen hinge.
17. Attach the old spine and rub

it down carefully.
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MINIMAL INTERVENTION FOR PRESERVATION
OF 19th AND 20th CENTURY COLTECTIONS
Don Etherington

SPTIT IOINTS ON LEATHER BINDINGS
Faced with the problem of determining the best use of the conservation dollar,
preservation administrators are always looking for ways to minimize the laborintensive procedures that have been prevalent over the last fifty years. While at
The Library of Congress, I was instrumental in developing the concept of

"phased preservation", a technique that protected, rehoused, and supported
material en masse with, at times, some minimal treatment.
In pursuing this philosophy over the last twenty years,I have developed various
techniques that are used extensively throughout the United States. The latest
technique is to use Japanese paper for re-attaching or supporting the weakened
joints of leather bindings, particularly of 1!ttr and 20th century vintage, on books
no larger than 10" high and'l'-1'/2" thick.
The procedure is relatively simple and has proven particularly effective on books
that have a tight spine that would generally have required skilled expertise and
extensive time to execute. Anyone who has contemplated rebacking a tight spine,
especially on a thin book with raised bands, will appreciate the problems
associated with this type of work.

Many research libraries have, in their special collections, large groups of L9th and
20th century bindings bound by French and English trade houses. These bindings
exhibit detached boards or weakened joints, both inside and out. This is caused
by poor quality leather at the outset and by the trade practice of paring leather
vêry thin for aesthetic tastes and ease of working. Usually, the spine itself is
intact and the sides of the boards are in good condition; it is only at the joint that
the damage is apparent.

To alleviate the time-consuming practice of lifting the leather spine and the
leather from the sides of the boards, I have used a ]apanese PaPer strip, which is
placed over the joint and extended slightly over the spine and the boards.
Another strip of Japanese paper serves to strengthen the inside joint. The paper
used for the outside is a very strong solid-dyed paper with good tear strength;
for the inside, I use Japanese paper to match sympathetically with the endpapers
or textblock. If it is necessary to match the original color of the leather cover/
some dying of the colored Paper can also be attempted.

Ideally, the dyed paper as produced by the manufacturer can be used as there
are some thirty-five or so colors to choose from.
The strips for the inside are attached to the textblock before attempting the
outsid.e repair. This is to make sure that allowance has been made for ease of
opening at the joint. The other portion of the inside hinge will be attached to the
board at a later stage.
A strip of Japanese dyed paper is cut to size using a technique that allows for a
slightly feathered edge. I use a sharpened bone folder dipped in the water jar
where the brushes used for PVA adhesive are standing. This mixture gives a
well-defined line for tearing the paper strips. The strip is generally no more than
f 4" to 5 / 16' in width, extending about 1' f 2" longer than the boards.
The boards are placed in position on the book and a weight is placed on top. Use
paste, or use a mixture of rice starch paste and reversible PVA to attach the strip
ã.ros the joint, rubbing down lightly with the palm of the hand so that the
paper sinks into all the undulations and across the edges of the raised bands. The
ieaihered edge of the strip blends into the leather nicely. Let dry for an hour and
then turn in the strip at the head and the tail. In most instances, I turn it down
only to the height of the square of the board and then cut it off by the edge of the
1.

endpaper.

The Japanese paper strip is now attached to the inside of the board. This
attachment can eithet be over the original endpapers or slid beneath them. I
generally let the structure of the book indicate what is possible. Obviously,
ãttachmônt under the original endpapers (both the free-fly end and the board
paper) is a more sophisticated method. In general, if the need to lift the inside
Ùoãrd paper is purely cosmetic, the added cost should then be evaluated
carefully.

After the book has been repaired, the leather and the repair strip are given a light
application of a surface coating. This wax coating is available from the Leather
Conservation Centre. It is a wax plasticised acrylic polymer SC6000 which seems
to enhance the look and feel of the repair. If the book is valuable and heavily
gold tooled on the spine, I sometimes remove areas of the strip that may be
ãovering some of t}re tooling, and lift any original leather labels along the

extremity, slipping the edge of the Japanese paper underneath. These techniques
are more a visual improvement than anything else.
If a leather binding exhibits red rot, treat the leather with Klu-Cel G, a
consolidant produc.á Uy the Hercules Chemical Company, and obtainable from
the usual coÀservation zupply houses. This treatment is necessatYt às books with
friable red rot will reject the |apanese strip.
For books that are broken only at the joints, the rationale for making repairs with
a strong ]apanese paper instead of with a pared strip of leather comes down to
one word: "strength". The application of two strips of japanese paPer/ one
outside and. one iÃside, tends to create a strong board attachment to the spine,

and is a method of minimal intervention with the original binding, which

normally takes about an hour.

Bibliography of books ancl articles on
All of the following books were selected from

19th

century cloth bindings ancl cloth grain.

a bibtiography prepared by Sue Allen for her Rare Book

School (Virginia) course "Publishers' Bookbindings,

I830-I9I0".

Allen, Sue, "Book Cover Starnps Engraved by John Feely, 1842-77" in Decorated Cloth in
America: Publishers' Bindings, 1840-1910 (Los Angeles: William Andrews Clark Memorial
Library, 1994).
Allen, Sue. "Machine-Starnped Bookbindings, 1834-1 860" Antiqu¿s I l5 (1979): 564-572.
Ball, Douglas. Victoriatt Publishers'Bindings (Williamsburg: Bookpress, 1985),
Blanck, Jacob. Bibliography of American Literature, 9 vols. (New Haven: Yale University Press,

l9ss-r99r).
Cafter, John. Binding Variants in English Publishing, 1820-1900 (London: Constable, 1932). and
More Binding Variants ( 1938). Both reprinted in 1989 by Oak Knoll Books.
Gaskell, Philip. A New Introduction to Bibliograpåy (London: Oxford University Press, 1972;
corrected ed.1974; reprinted several times)
Rogers, Joseph W. "The Rise of American Edition Binding," in Bookbinding in America,ed.

Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt (NIew York: Bowker, 1967).
Sadlier, Michael. The Evolution of Publishers'BindingStyles, 1770-1900 (London: Constable,
r 930).

Sadlier, M ichael. XIX Century Fict ion : A Bibliographical Record, 2 v ols. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, I 95 I ; reprinted in 1969 by Cooper Squarc).
Tanselle, G. Thomas. "The Bibliographical Descriptions of Patterns," Studies in Bibliography
23 (1970):71-102. Reprinted inhis Selected Studies in Bibliograpåy (Charlottesville: University
of Virginia Press, 1979).

Tomlinson, V/illiam and Richard Masters, The History of Bookclothfrom 1820-1910
(Manchester: Tomlinson, I 995).

More infonnation:
Krupp, Andrea and Jennifer Rosner. "Pre-ornarnented Bookcloth on Nineteenth Century Cloth
in The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, vol. 94, no.2, June,

Case Bindings"

2000.

Library Company of Philadelphia Website (will provide links to Conservation Departrnent site)
rvwrv. I ibra rycort panv.orq

E-mail questions and comments to Andrea Krupp and Jennifer Rosnêr,
B i ndery@ I i brarycompany.org.
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Supply List for Book Conservation:
Restoration of Cloth & Leather Binding
March !2 - L6t 2OO7, Ann Arbor, MI
with Don Etherington

The American Academy

of Bookbinding

at least two leather and two
cloth bindings in need of repair. Text block should be sound, If this
not possible, Hollanders will supply you with appropriate books for
repair at a nominal cost of $10 per book.
Each student should bring to the class

is

Required tools, materials and equipment:
a
a
a

o
a
a

o
o
a
a

o

Scalpel handle (#4) with blades (#23 & #ZS¡x*
Teflon and bone folders*x
Small scissors*x
SPring dividers*x
Metal ruler**
Note Pad**
Microspatula * *
Brushes of various sizes**
Pencil* x
Awlx x
Sanding block with sandpaper white; coarse, medium and
fine

o
a
o
a

Water pen
Drafting brush for cleanup
Tweezers
Leather Strap for sharpening knives

xxltems marked wíth a double asterisk are available for purchase at
Hollander's.

Hollander's provides some materials that are included in your course
fee (enough for you to complete your two required bindings). These
include conservation mat board, klucel G, SC 6000 wax, ethanol,
Renaissance wax, PVA Jade 403, and rice starch paste.
A selection of various materials and tools is available for purchase at
Hollander's duríng class; check out their website.

Bookbinding Suppliers

Hollander's
407 N. Fifth Ave.
Ann Arbor, MI48104
Ph734t74t-7531
Fx734174l-7580

general bookbinding supplies,
decorative papers, and bookcloth

www.hollanders.com

Aiho's Art Materials Import Inc.
3347 North Clark Street
Chicago, [L60657

Japanese paper specialists

Sepp Gold Leaf
381 Park Avenue South
suire 1301, NY, NY 10016
Ph 2t2 I 683 -2840, 800/97 I - SEPP
sales@ seppleaf.com

gold
(23 l/2 K orange gold)
double goldfor edge gildíng

Talas
568 Broadway
New York, NY 10012 USA

all binding supplies

Ph2r2l2l9-O770
Fx2I2l2l9-0770
info@talasonline.com

Bookmakers
6701 B Lafayette Avenue
Riverdale Park, MD 20737 USA
Ph30u927-7787
www. bookmakerscatalog. com

all binding supplies
(spring dividers, pearl glue)

Schärf-fix

Schcirf-fix machines

Teknomek AB
Hudiksvall
s-82400
Sweden
Proprietor: U. von Schlieben

Harcourt Bindery
51 Melcher St.
Boston, ];0y4AOZZLO
Ph 617-542-5858

Schdrf-fix machines

Bookbinding Suppliers
Colophon Book Arts Supply,Inc.
3611 Ryan St., SE
Lacey, V/A 98503
Ph3601459-2940

marbling supplies

Relma
6 Rue Danton
Paris,75006 France
Ph33ll 4325 40 52

all binding supplies
batonnets, blue board, French
hammers

-3

5

mm

;

wo ode n

finis hi n g

presses

Fx

33114326 5294
relma@wanadoo.fr

Carl Wildbrett
Waldstr.20
8903 Bobingen

parchment & vellum

I

Germany
Ph49 8234135 33

August Rühl OHG
Box 1630
8540 Schwabach
Germany
Ph 49 9t22 I 40 60
fax499122l 16620

gold

Richard Ebbesen
Trekronergade 15-17
2500 Valby
Copenhagen
Denmark

used machines

(double goldfor edge gílding)

ph45361173363
Fx45361173366
Julien
42 Rue St. Jaques
Paris 75005
France
Ph 33 r I 435 45256
Fx 33 I I 4326 1677

leather

Bookbinding Suppliers
Anton Glaser
owner: Martin Rustige (speaks English)
Theodor-Heuss-Str. 34a
D-7000 Stuttgart 1
Germany
Ph 07lt I 297 883
Fx 071 I I 226 1875

H.-H. Schmedt
Bilwerder ifing Z
2050 Hamburg 80
Germany
Ph 49 40 I 7347440
Fx 49 4017347430
info@schmedt.de
www.schmedt.de

Infinish

all binding materíals: thread
pearl animal glue; paste (12,5k)
batonnets; binders shears; and can
order anything else you might need
from any country.

all binding materials
(crinkle crafi-white, acid free ; Drei
Hasen "3 rabbíts paste"; shirting;
brushes; bone folders)

Hold-Heet Glu,e Pots

P..O. Box 65702
Vancouver" WA 98665
Ph 888-424-2833
Fx 888-689-2412

Atelier Mombelli
Zuchwiler Strasse 4

all binding materíals
(hemp cord, paring knives,

CH - 4500 Solothurn
Switzerland
Ph 41 32623 63 23

Chromglanz, poínts)

Fx41 326212306
atelier. mombelli

@

bluewin.ch

Oliner Fiber
2391 Vauxhall Rd.
PO Box 308

blue board, platinum grey board

Union, NJ 07083
www.oliner.com
Ph 800-654-6373

Fisher Scientific
www.fishersci.com
Ph 800-766-7000

gilding hot plates

Bookbinding Suppliers
Jumping Bird Studio
Luciñda Carr
2016Everyreen Ct.
Fort Collins, CO 80251
Ph970-416-9848
jumpingbirdstudio @ msn. com
Lehmann Bindery
PO Box 3703
Vista, CA 92085-3703
Ph 760-758-4142
Fx 760-631-1869

weights, presses, gilding stands,
decorated paper

bookbinding material
presses, gilding tools

www.lehma4nbindery. com

Homeward Bound

Quality used equipment

Les Baynam
England
Ph 4ø.-175-877-0680

Shepherds Bookbinders Ltd.
76 Rochester Row
London SV/IP lJU England

bookbinding supplies

Ph.4-247 -20-0060

Fx

44-207--931-0541
London, England
information @ shepherds-of-london. com

JB Alivon
42 Boulevard
Saint Marcel

bronze, bra.ss stamping tools

Paris, France 75005
Ph and Fx: 01I-33-I-47-07-38-54

Hiromi Paper International

Japanese PaperslCloth

Ph 866-HP WASHI (toll-free)
Ph 310-998-0098
Fx 310-998-0028

Micro-Mark

Small tool specialists

340 Snyder Avenu
Berkely Heights, NJ 07922-1595
Ph 908-464-2984

Paul Brubaker's Bindery Equipment
/74Ridge Avenue
Ephrata, PA 17522
Ph and Fx7l7-733-0115

Used

& new equipment

Bookbinding Suppliers

Stephen Kinsella Art Papers
P. O. Box 32420
Olivette, MO 63132
Ph 800-445-8865

Art papers

Harmatan Limited

Bookbinding leather

ctc:Marc Lamb
Westfield Avenue
Higham Ferrers, Northants
N10 8AX Great Britain
Ph4"4 0 933 4l2l5t

The Leather Factory
4488 Forest St.
Denver, CO 80216
Ph 800-525-8134

Velvet Pigskín Suede

ú

New York Central Art SuPPIY
62 Third Ave., NYC 10003
Ph212-477-0400
Fx212-475-2513

Mohawk Superfine Paper.

Reuelts
P. O. Box 626
salt Lake city, uT 84110
Ph 800-453-8826
www.reuels.com

Bristol Board

Metal Edge

Mat board, archival storage materials

6340 Bandini Blvd.
Commerce, CA 90040
Ph 800-862-2228
www.metaledgeihc.com

Ernest Schaefer
731 Lehigh Avenue
Union, NJ 07083-7623
Ph 908/964-1280
Japanese Paper Place
77 Brock Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, M6K2L3, Canada
Ph 416/538'-9669
w w w.j apanesepaperpl ace. com

Hot Flex Glue
(order 4D hot tlexible glue)

dffirent papers from JaPan
(including Kozo solid color pure and
1trd*riþ" type colored paPer)

2,000

¿,Àc,i

r

lc ¡

Bookbinding Suppliers
Hohenforst Splitting Company
152-4 V/. Fulton St.
Gloversville, NY 12078
Ph5l8t725-O012

Split and shave leather skíns

Ulster Linen Company
383 Moffit Blvd.
Islip, NY ll75l
Ph 631/859-524
www.ulsterlinen,com

Irish Linen

Akkra Coatings,Inc.

Teflonfolders

146 Halstead St., Ste.
Rochester, NY 14610

ll5

Ph585t482-7870
www.bonefolder.com
Gane Brothers & Laner Inc.
1400 Greenleaf Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Ph 847 I 593-3360, 800t323 -0596
sales @ ganebrothers. com

Twine (#5761 soft twine 12" PC)

American Safety Razor
One Razor Blade Lane
Verona, V A 2482-0979
Ph540t248-8000
Fx5401248-0522

Personna double edge blades

Engraving
384 Norwood Street

Finíshing tools

PS

Portslade, East Sussex
BN4llAE England
Ph01273424801
info @pahdsengraving. co.uk

Conservation Resources
Unit 2, Ashville Way
Off V/atlington Road
Cowley, Oxford OX4 6TU
England
sal es @ conseivationresources. com

Aquash Japanese water brush

#AJWB-M

Bookbindino and Conservat¡on Suooliers
Hollander's o phone (734) 74I-7531. fax (734) 74L-7580
www.hollanders.com

Bookmakers International o phone (301) 927-7787

'

. fax (301)

927-77L5
www. bookma kerscata log. com

Talas o phone (2t2) 2t9-0770. fax (2L2) 219-0735
www.talasonline.com

Hohenforst Splitting Co, 152-4 West Fulton St., Gloversville, NY
t2078
.phone (518) 725-0012 .fax (518) 762-5589. Don suggests you have
your skiñs split to 0.6mm thickness prior to class.
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